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A32 - CASTANEDA SAUL
Stories oor beroemde skilderye bedoel om 'n liefde by kinders daarvoor aan te kweek.
Linda Nochlins seminal essay on women artists is widely acknowledged as the ﬁrst real attempt at a
feminist history of art. Nochlin refused to handle the question of why there had been no great women artists on its own, corrupted, terms. Instead, she dismantled the very concept of greatness, unravelling the basic assumptions that had centred a male-coded genius in the study of art. With unparalleled insight and startling wit, Nochlin laid bare the acceptance of a white male viewpoint in art historical thought as not merely a moral failure, but an intellectual one. Freedom, as she sees it, requires women to risk entirely demolishing the art worlds institutions, and rebuilding them anew in
other words, to leap into the unknown. In this stand-alone anniversary edition, Nochlins essay is published alongside its reappraisal, Thirty Years After. Written in an era of thriving feminist theory, as
well as queer theory, race and postcolonial studies, Thirty Years After is a striking reﬂection on the
emergence of a whole new canon. With reference to Joan Mitchell, Louise Bourgeois, Cindy Sherman
and many more, Nochlin diagnoses the state of women and art with unmatched precision and verve.
Why Have There Been No Great Women Artists? has become a slogan and rallying cry that resonates
across culture and society; Dior even adopted it in their 2018 collections. In the 2020s, at a time
when certain patriarchal values are making a comeback, Nochlin's message could not be more urgent: as she herself put it in 2015, there is still a long way to go.
Get to know the famous artists and their paintings in this coloring book for kids. Coloring is an engaging activity that involves both sides of the brain; thereby giving logic and creativity a boost. Since
this is themed, this coloring book will also serve as a good lesson on art. A little bit of research will
be required to closely mimic the colors of the actual art pieces. Have fun!
“It’s oﬃcial. That thing that classic art has been missing is a chubby reclining kitty.” —The Huﬃngton Post Internet meme meets classical art in Svetlana Petrova’s brilliant Fat Cat Art. Featuring her
twenty-two-pound, ginger-colored cat Zarathustra superimposed onto some of the greatest artworks
of all time, Petrova’s paintings are an Internet sensation. Now fans will have the ultimate full-color
collection of her work, including several never-before-seen pieces, to savor for themselves or to give
as a gift to fellow cat lovers. From competing with Venus’s sexy reclining pose (and almost knocking
her oﬀ her chaise lounge in the process) in Titian’s Venus of Urbino, to exhibiting complete disdain
as he skirts away from God’s pointing ﬁnger in Michelangelo’s Creation of Adam, Zarathustra single-handedly rewrites art history in the way that only an adorable fat cat can.

The woman in Leonardo da Vinci's work gazes out from the canvas with a quiet serenity. But what
lies behind the famous smile? Shrouded in mystery, the Mona Lisa has attracted more speculation
and questioning than any other work of art ever created. This work provides an aide memoire of the
world's most famous painting. The full-page colour plates portray the Mona Lisa in close-up photographs, while Serge Bramly, the author, explores its shadowy history and the fascination the painting has engendered.
From the Renaissance to the present day, children can discover 35 of the world's best-known and
best-loved paintings reproduced to a large scale and explained simply and clearly.
Create your very own masterpieces with this latest addition to the best-selling series, featuring 16 famous paintings. 16 famous paintings get the magic painting treatment. Simply brush water over the
black-and-white outlines and watch them burst into colour. Even the paintbrush is included - all you
need to create your masterpieces is water. At the back, there is a brief introduction to each painting
along with a full colour reproduction, plus internet links to ﬁnd out more. With paintings by Vincent
van Gogh, Paul Gauguin, Claude Monet and more.
A hundred key paintings analysed and their signiﬁcance explained. Short biographies of world famous artists and brief accounts of the art movements they represent. The artists are: Duccio, Giotto,
Simone Martini, van Eyck, Uccello, van der Weyden, Fra Angelico, Masaccio, Piero della Francesca,
Bellini, Mantegna, van der Goes, Botticelli, Ghirlandaio, Leonardo da Vinci, Bosch, Piero di Cosimo,
Durer, Grunewald, Cranach, Michelangelo, Giorgione, Carpaccio, Raphael, Titian, Holbein, Bronzino,
Tintoretto, Clouet, Bruegel, Veronese, El Greco, Hilliard, Caravaggio, Rubens, Hals, Poussin, van Dyck, Velazquez, Rembrandt, Vermeer, de Hooch, Hobbema, Watteau, Tiepolo, Canaletto, Hogarth,
Chardin, Boucher, Reynolds, Stubbs, Gainsborough, Fragonard, Goya, David, Blake, Friedrich, Turner,
Constable, Ingres, Gericault, Delacroix, Courbet, Palmer, Millet, Frith, Madox Brown, Millais, Pissarro,
Manet, Degas, Whistler, Homer, Cezanne, Monet, Renoir, Rousseau, Eakins, Gauguin, van Gogh, Seurat, Munch, Toulouse-Lautrec, Bonnard, Vuillard, Matisse, Klimt, Picasso, Braque, Hopper, Modigliani,
Duchamp, Chagall, Magritte, Dali, Bacon, Wyeth, Pollack, Lichtenstein, Hockney.
This book is a collection in color of famous paintings by various artists including Leonardo, Botticelli,
and Gainsborough. It's a delight to observe the skill of these great artists.
Ready-to-color line drawings of 30 American masterpieces. Artists include Mary Cassatt, Edward Hopper, Albert Bierstadt, Childe Hassam, Edward Hicks, Winslow Homer, and others. The illustrations are
printed on only one side of perforated pages.
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Originally published: London: Usborne, 2009.
This is a new release of the original 1939 edition.
a fun fun ...famous art coloring book Create with universal paintings by the artist Picasso..You will relax, get rid of negative energy and boost your aura. Features High quality paper One-sided drawing
(This prevents paper distortion) Clear drawing great gift Special price to mark the launch of the ﬁrst
version !!!!Get it now !!!!! Enjoy
Excerpt from The Painters Voyage of Italy: In Which All the Famous Paintings of the Most Eminent
Masters Are Particularised, as They Are Preserved in the Several Cities of Italy; Chieﬂy Relating to
Their Altar-Pieces, and Such Other Paintings as Are Ornamental in Their Churches About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten
Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the
original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair
the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left
to preserve the state of such historical works.
Colorists of all ages are invited to create their own versions of 60 great paintings. From masterpieces by Michelangelo and Raphael to striking creations by Paul Gauguin and Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, this ready-to-color collection includes excellent renderings of Grant Wood's American
Gothic, Winslow Homer's Snap the Whip, and Edward Hopper's Hotel Room, as well as compositions
by Pierre-Auguste Renoir, Edgar Degas, Mary Cassatt, Paul Cézanne, Edward Burne-Jones, Claude
Monet, John Singer Sargent, Vincent van Gogh, and 45 other great artists. Printed on one side only,
the illustrations can be colored with a variety of media, including watercolors. All paintings are
shown in original colors on the inside covers and notes provide information on each artist.
In a world ﬁlled with great museums and great paintings, Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa is the reigning queen. Her portrait rules over a carefully designed salon, one that was made especially for her in
a museum that may seem intended for no other purpose than to showcase her virtues. What has
made this portrait so renowned, commanding such adoration? And what of other works of art that
continue to enthrall spectators: What makes the Great Sphinx so great? Why do iterations of The
Scream and American Gothic permeate nearly all aspects of popular culture? Is it because of the
mastery of the artists who created them? Or can something else account for their popularity? In Famous Works of Art—And How They Got That Way, John B. Nici looks at twenty well-known paintings,
sculptures, and photographs that have left lasting impressions on the general public. As Nici notes,
there are many reasons why works of art become famous; few have anything to do with quality. The
author explains why the reputations of some creations have grown over the years, some disproportionate to their artistic value. Written in a style that is both entertaining and informative, this book
explains how fame is achieved, and ultimately how a work either retains that fame, or passes from
the public consciousness. From ancient artifacts to a can of soup, this book raises the question: Did
the talent to promote and publicize a work exceed the skills employed to create that object of worship? Or are some masterpieces truly worth the admiration they receive? The creations covered in
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this book include the Tomb of Tutankhamun, Botticelli’s Birth of Venus, Raphael’s Sistine Madonna,
El Greco’s The Burial of Count Orgaz, Rodin’s The Thinker, Van Gogh’s Starry Night, and Picasso’s
Guernica. Featuring more than sixty images, including color reproductions, Famous Works of
Art—And How They Got That Way will appeal to anyone who has ever wondered if a great painting,
sculpture, or photograph, really deserves to be called “great.”
Witty and brilliantly illustrated, Modern Art Explorer is an approachable introduction to modern art
for children. Featuring Henri Matisse, Pablo Picasso, Frida Kahlo, and many more, this book brings
readers the stories behind thirty famous artworks. Young readers will see art as something real,
something born out of ideas, inspiration, human lives, world events, and the materials artists use.
Modern Art Explorer goes undercover and turns each work of art inside out, providing children with
an ability to understand what each piece is all about. Buoyed by award-winning illustrator Serge
Bloch's cheeky and energetic illustrations, this book prompts children to think about how art comes
into being and to take a deeper look at the ideas within each work. Written with a fresh and current
voice, this book is a fun and illuminating guide to modern art for children.
Paintings representative of the art of painting during the last ﬁve hundred years covering the great
Continental and English Schools from Giovanni Bellini to the present day.y._
An introduction to the world's famous paintings in 100 stickers. It contains information about artists
and their lives. It is suitable for all ages to learn about and engage with art.
A set of cards providing facts and ﬁgures about famous paintings.
This unique coloring book features some of the greatest paintings of all time. This Light Grayscale
Edition has lighter grayscale images to give the colorist more ﬂexibility in which coloring mediums to
use. The original edition with dark gray scale images is still available for people who like the darker
backgrounds and use gel pens or other mediums that work well on dark paper. - Full-color photograph of famous paintings on the left. - Black and white version of the painting on the right. Use the
black and white (grayscale) image as a guide to color exactly as the original artist or make it your
own. -New, lighter grayscale images for coloring with colored pencils or other coloring mediums. Color lightly over the grayscale image to allow the shading to show which adds depth to your work.
If you prefer, use markers, gel pens, or other opaque coloring mediums to cover the black and white
photo completely. - For dramatic emphasis, experiment with selectively coloring a focal point of the
image and allow the rest of the black and white photo to show. - Includes title, date, and original
artist for each painting - Each page has a glossy ﬁnish. Pages can be photocopied if a matte ﬁnish is
preferred.
Not only does this wonderful book introduce children to famous paintings and portraits from all over
the world, but it allows children to colour and complete them themselves. This book presents the gift
of art in an enlightening and interactive activity book. A brilliant book to help children learn their Picassos from their Van Goghs. Each painting provides a detailed description of the painting, analysing
the artist's use of colour, perspective, concepts and even possible thought processes. This is a great
way to show children that art is more than a picture, but also an expression of emotion and feeling.
Famous art includes Van Gogh's Chair, Paul Kelle's ‘Building Blocks’ and ‘Fruit and Flowers in a Terracotta Vase’ by Jan van O, and lots more colourful paintings. Children can channel their inner artist
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and colour famous paintings as they choose or simply copy the originals. A fantastic way to practise
creativity with a more than satisfying result.
50 coloring book with the most famous Henri Matisse paintings. France born artist. His work, characterized as "fauvre," or wild, often met with harsh criticism.
Excerpt from Famous Paintings: Selected From the World's Great Galleries and Reproduced in Colour
The old artists, then, were plain and popular in the more fundamental or (if you will) lower parts of
their personality. But the typical modern artist sets out to be a separate and fantastic sort of creature, who feeds and feels in a strange manner of his own. Compare Velazquez with Whistler; compare Shakespeare with Shaw; compare even Addison with Stevenson. Whistler professed to be a butterﬂy, feast ing on strange ﬂowers and following incalculable ﬂights; Stevenson was called by many
of his friends an elf; and though this did not mean that he was inhumane, it did mean that he was in
a manner dis embodied. Bernard Shaw is certainly a fairy: and an Irish fairy, which is worse. Shakespeare, like the Shepherd in Io/aizt/ze, was only a fairy down to the waist. He would undoubtedly, to
quote the same work of art, have left his legs kicking behind if he had tried to get through the keyhole. Ben Jonson drinking ale was exactly like Ben Bolt drinking ale; though it might only move Ben
Bolt to confused memories of Alice, and might inspire Ben Jonson to oﬀer his lady the disinterested
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advice that she should drink only with her eyes. But faddists and fairies wish to draw their very sustenance diﬀerently; tee totalers live on lemonade and elves upon dew, which I should think would be
more sustaining. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an
imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We
do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain
are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
Learning about art history doesn't have to be all textbooks, essays and tests-- at least not in this
book! Here, you will learn fun and interesting facts about The Famous Painters in Art History through
an easy-to-read, bulleted format AND you'll get to enjoy coloring hand-drawn illustrations of paintings from each one of the masters. Challenge yourself to color like the Famous Painters in Art History by referencing the colored photos of the original artwork, available online, using the titles and
dates provided for each painting. Or create your own version of these masterpieces, changing colors
and textures as you please. Most importantly-- learn something new and HAVE FUN!
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